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Understanding market positioning is a crucial part of trading, but the most commonly used
positioning data derived from CME futures is only available on a weekly basis. Are there
other ways we can understand market positioning in FX? In this paper, we examine TIM
Group’s FX alpha capture data, which is made up of trade ideas from the sell side. On
average, these ideas generate +3.5 bps per idea. We create aggregated indices of this data
to represent FX market positioning in an innovative way. We use these indices to trigger FX
trades based on the crowding of trades. We create a combined FX alpha capture and trend
trading basket which has annualised returns of 3.1% and an information ratio of 1.09 insample between March 2013 and June 2015. In the out-of-sample period from July 2015
through December 2015, the strategy generated +35bp of returns, outperforming a
benchmark for FX funds (Parker’s Currency Manager index), which lost 30bp over the same
period. We note that the alpha capture component of our strategy is largely uncorrelated to
the trend following element. This suggests that our FX alpha capture strategy will enhance
returns for those who predominately follow trends.
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Introduction
Understanding market positioning and its relationship with FX spot is an important part of
trading. The difficulty is that public positioning data such as that available from CFTC tends
to be available on a low-frequency basis. We could also argue that it is not as
representative as we would like, since it is based on CME FX futures, which tend to be
traded more by CTA-style accounts. Here, we examine how TIM Group’s alpha capture data
can be used to proxy market positioning (see Figure 1). Our FX basket (see Figure 2), which
uses TIM Group’s alpha capture data, has an information ratio of 0.81, outperforming a
basket which uses CTA-style trend following rules in our in-sample period from March 2013
through June 2015. When combined with trend, the information ratio increases to 1.09.
Figure 1: EUR/USD CFTC vs. TIM Group
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Figure 2: TIM Group & trend baskets
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TIM Group provides a platform for the sell side to submit trade ideas. The process
essentially systematises the collection of trade ideas which FX desks send to their clients
through other means such as e-mail, in a more easily used format.
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About TIM Group
Our mission is to provide valuable market insight that is measured and rewarded.
As shown in the diagram below, we fulfil this mission by sourcing market insight from sellside brokers and other sources, and adding value through our own analytical services. We
deliver the resulting insights to investors in the format most suitable for them (integrated
with existing services, in a web screen, as a feed). We help investors to reward the sell-side
contributors for their insight using appropriate rankings and benchmarks. We measure the
value of the insights provided to help ensure a fair reward for contributors.

By fulfilling our mission successfully, we contribute to the success of investors, sell-side
contributors, and the financial markets:
We help investors make good investment and trading decisions by applying the
market insight we provide.
We help sell-side brokers (and other providers) earn incremental revenue from the
investors who receive market insight. We measure the value of the market insight
and help buy-side investors to allocate commensurate rewards.
We contribute to the health of the financial markets, because markets are more
effective when insightful analysis is recognised and rewarded.
We fulfil our mission today primarily by distributing brokers’ trade ideas and
market indicators. We will further fulfil our mission in the future by tapping new
sources of market insight, supplying our analysis to new audiences, and extending
the reach of our analysis to include additional asset classes.
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About Saeed Amen and the Thalesians
The Thalesians are a think tank of dedicated professionals with an interest in quantitative
finance, economics, mathematics, physics and computer science, not necessarily in that
order.
We run quant finance talks in New York, London, Budapest, Zurich and Frankfurt.
Underpinned by a decade of experience in markets at major financial institutions, we
publish research, run workshops and also do bespoke projects on systematic trading. We
have specific expertise in understanding how Big Data can be used to trade financial
markets.
We have created the PyThalesians Python based financial analysis software library (GitHub
code at http://www.github.com/thalesians/pythalesians), which we have partially open
sourced. PyThalesians provides the essential backbone for our quantitative analysis. We
have also published our thoughts on markets in the new book, Trading Thalesians - What
the ancient world can teach us about trading today (on Palgrave Macmillan).
Find out more about the Thalesians at http://www.thalesians.com and follow us on Twitter
@thalesians.
Saeed Amen is managing director and co-founder of the Thalesians. He has a decade of
experience creating and successfully running systematic trading models at Lehman Brothers
and Nomura. Independently, he runs a systematic trading model with proprietary capital.
He is the author of Trading Thalesians – What the ancient world can teach us about trading
today (Palgrave Macmillan). He graduated with a first class honours master’s degree from
Imperial College in Mathematics & Computer Science.
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Non-independent investment research disclaimer
This investment research has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements intended to promote the independence of investment research. It is also not
subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. Thalesians Ltd., its affiliates or staff, may perform services for, solicit business
from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives), of any issuer mentioned herein.
Material within this note is confidential and should not be copied, distributed, published or reproduced in whole or in part or disclosed by recipients to any other
person.
Any information or opinions in this material are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use
would be unlawful. It is intended purely for the consumption of professional investors.
Thalesians Ltd. does not warrant or represent that the document is accurate, complete, reliable, fit for any particular purpose or merchantable and does not accept
liability for any act (or decision not to act) resulting from use of this document and related data. To the maximum extent permissible all warranties and other assurances
by Thalesians Ltd. are hereby excluded and Thalesians Ltd. shall have no liability for the use, misuse, or distribution of this information. Past investment performance is
no indication of future investment performance.
Thalesians Ltd., PO Box 309, 56 Gloucester Road, London SW7 AUB, UK
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